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The staple is a topic most easily discussed by way of talking around it, rather
than a direct attack. After all, the staple is just a length of wire with end segments
which bend in order to bind. There have been no significant changes to this design
since its conception. At its best, the staple is a micro-examination of history from
the industrial revolution to the present, an awkward metaphor for the relationship
between modern society and the individual, and a catch-all binding method that
extends from the most mundane of functions to the most profound.
The history of the staple seems to exist almost solely within the history of the stapler. In turn, the history of the stapler seems to exist solely with in the documents
of a brand of people most easily labeled as “stapler enthusiasts.” They are not a
people terribly bound by stringent rules of citation, and so none of their information
seems to be verifiable. There are a number of known stapler enthusiasts, each with
his or her own particular bias (although the Swingline faction seems to carry the
overwhelming majority), but all in all, they seem to largely corroborate each other.
This either strengthens their case for validity, or it means that there is a festering
pool of highly incestuous information being drawn upon. As there are currently no
means by which to find out which is the case, both become arbitrary, and the basis
of this research remains somewhat dubious. However, another option does not exist, so we must hope that we are dealing with honorable and thorough stapler enthusiasts. The general facts provided by them have seemed solid, however, many
of their interjected personal theories have been discarded.

By all accounts, early paper fastening seems to have consisted of parallel slits cut

1867, the paper clip was patented, though not widely used for several decades.

in the upper left-hand corner of a stack of papers, through which small segments of
ribbon were inserted. Sometimes a similar method which added wax to seal the rib-

The first patented return to the modern notion of stapling since Louis XV, over one

bon was also used. These techniques were apparently universally dominant from

hundred years before, was a machine called the “paper clip” in 1867. This machine

around the twelfth century, right around when making paper from pulp became

punched two small holes in a stack of paper. The stack then had to be removed by

widespread in Europe, to the middle of the eighteenth century.

hand, a loose staple inserted by hand, and the legs of the staple bent by hand. This
invention by Albert Kletzker of St. Louis, Missouri was not the picture of efficiency,

Then, it is generally accepted that Louis XV, king of France from the tender age

but was a useful stepping stone to say the least.

of five in 1715 to his death in 1774, was the possessor of the world’s first stapler.
Little seems to be known about the machine, other than that it was highly hand

George W. McGill made several critical break-throughs. First, in July of 1866, he

crafted and exclusively for the use of the king. The staples themselves were exten-

patented a small, bendable, brass paper fastener which is a direct ancestor of the

sions of the crown and symbols of the power and wealth of France, coated in gold,

modern staple. In 1867, he added a second patent for a press which punched the

encrusted with jewels, and always inscribed with the insignia of the royal court.

fastener through the paper. In 1876, he was awarded first prize at the Centennial

Perhaps opting for non-jewel-encrusted staples could have made all the difference

Exhibition in Philadelphia. Finally, in 1879, he was awarded a patent for a ma-

a few years down the line, as this was the Louis who helped France accrue most of

chine he titled the “McGill Single Stroke Staple Press.” It weighed several pounds

its debt, dying just in time to leave his grandson holding the bag.

and could load one loose staple at a time. It consisted of a cast iron base with a
grooved anvil to curl the staple points inward. It had a pivoting arm with a spring

Many more years passed with no new innovations in the stapling world. Perhaps

loaded ram, but to crimp the staple, one had to strike the ramhead with a mallet.

the original was thrown into the Seine by an angry, torch wielding mob, and only

This purportedly required a great deal of force.

the myth of it remained in public consciousness after the French revolution. In any
case, in 1841, Samuel Slocum patented a machine which stuck pins into paper so

Concurrently, the Novelty Manufacturing Company, and actually several smaller

that they could be easily distributed. Though opposite in function, fastening pins

companies as well, were working on similar machines, which they patented at

with paper instead of fastening paper with pins, this is considered an influential

various times between 1866 and 1868. Again, only one staple at a time could be

step toward the modern stapler. In a similar vein, the rubber band first appeared on

loaded, and the staple had to be crimped by striking the anvil. This stapler was

the market under the name “elastic paper bands” in 1844, and the eyelet machine,

designed to fasten paper, but also books, carpet, furniture, fabric, and boxes. This

which installed grommets in, namely, paper, but also cloth and other soft mate-

is the first documented stapler advertised for multiple purposes.

rial, so that they could be laced with leather strips, was patented in 1859. Lastly, in

In 1878, the first stapler which had a magazine of pre-formed staples was pat-

The first revolutionary development in staple history since the strip-feeding Hotch-

ented. Describing staples as pre-formed simply means that they are not segments

kiss came in 1927 care of Parrot Speed Fasteners. Up until this moment, staples

of wire that are bent by the stapler from a flat state, or even a spool of wire which is

had been loaded either one at a time, loose in a magazine, or in a strip either

cut, bent, and fastened into the paper by a single machine. Around the same time

coated with another metal or with another piece of wire running the length of the

the first home-use spool-fed stapler, as described above, was released.

strip binding the staples like vertebrae to a spine. These last two methods were
not ideal because it was often quite difficult to remove one staple from the strip and

In 1895, the Star Automatic Paper Fastener was introduced by the Jones Manufac-

caused significant jamming. The new method, called “frozen wire,” is essentially

turing Company (the company later became Hotchkiss). It was the first ever strip-

the same as the one used today, where individual staples are fused into strips with

fed stapler, meaning its magazine held a row of staples coated in a thin layer of tin,

a brittle glue.

which would then break apart in the act of stapling. This basic model essentially
became the Hotchkiss No. I, and it was marketed even into the 1950s.

While earlier strip-fed staplers hadn’t managed to squash all other models, the
convenience and ease of use of the frozen wire strip made the magazine concept

In 1909, the first stapleless fastening device was patented. Bump’s Perfected

vastly more enticing.

Paper Fastener and the Clipless Paper Fastener were competing models. It was
a fringe product, but one that is still in use. It functions by punching a tab and a

The next improvement was the development of the open channel loading magazine

slit through the corner of the stack of papers and pulling the tab through the slit for

in 1938. Speed Products Company’s Swingline Speed Fastener allowed a frozen

temporary fastening.

wire strip to be loaded in the top of the stapler, exactly as today. It was advertised
as loadable in four seconds or less. This was a major selling point at the time since

Another less widespread invention is one called the Pinzit, from 1926, which in-

even the magazine-loading staplers were often tricky to maneuver, not to mention

volved bending paper and inserting a straight pin, instead of inserting a bent wire

the ones that operated with loose staples.

into flat paper. The history of the pin in general is fairly linked to that of the staple,
but the downfall of the pin was its inability to join larger stacks of paper and other

The use of photocopying machines which caused more paper to go into circula-

more dimensional objects. A second problem was the impermanence of the bind.

tion, and often required the frequent binding and unbinding of papers in order to
duplicate them is a third contributor to the popularity of frozen wire, open channel,

As late as the 1940s, almost all of the variations on the stapler already described

magazine-loaded stapler. Staples from other types of machines, and eyelets were

were being sold. Soon though, the magazine-loading version made the rest obso-

simply too difficult to remove to be efficient.

lete, most likely for a few specific reasons.

A last contributor to the homogenization of stapler production was likely World War

nails, screws, and tape.

II. Factories everywhere ground to a halt, many materials were tightly rationed, and
some businesses simply shut down. Swingline emerged successful, able to manu-

Other stapling methods include saddle stapling, which uses a V-shaped anvil for

facture special wooden staplers and tin staples during the war.

binding pre-folded sheets into booklets. Long reach staplers are another option for
binding books, especially ones that have not been pre-folded. They are exactly like

In 1950, the first electric staplers were introduced, a sign that stapling had become

all other modern staplers, only the pivoting arm is quite extended to accommodate

so integrated into daily life that the task needed to be practically automated. Since

larger paper size. Electric staplers save time and manpower and allow for greater

that time, very little of note has happened in the design of staplers. All staplers

uniformity. They often accompany photocopiers. Stapling is a common surgical

currently produced, save a few novelty items like the stapleless stapler, are maga-

suturing procedure which also lacks the use of an anvil.

zine-fed and open channel loading, using frozen wire staples. There have been
the most minor of changes that serve to increase efficiency and reduce jamming,

In 1970, Swingline became a part of Fortune Brands, and then fell under the sub-

and almost all staplers, aside from the classic Swingline 747 which is still die cast

ownership of ACCO when Fortune Brands acquired them in 1987. ACCO also

metal, are formed from injection molded plastic. As a side note, due solely to the

includes Kensington, which produces mobile computing accessories, Quartet, who

movie Office Space, Swingline now produces a bright red version of model 747.

make presentation tools, WilsonJones, which produces storage and organization
tools like folders and binders, GBC, which manufactures binding and laminating

There are a variety of manifestations of stapling currently. The most common is

tools, and Day-Timer, the largest planner producing company in the US.

called permanent, where the legs are clamped inward. These can be either curved
or flat, depending on the shape of the grooves in the anvil. Less widely used is

In 1987, when Swingline was incorporated into this suite of office-related compa-

pinning, wherein the anvil on some staplers may be spun around or flipped to bend

nies, the United States government declared them a monopoly and Swingline was

the wire outward. This is a relatively secure method, but it is also easily removed

forced to discontinue their line of hole punches and two hole fasteners. In 1999,

by pulling the staple flat along the paper. There is still another variety of this pinning

Swingline’s production facilities were finally moved from their hundred year home

method by which one leg is bent in and the other out.=

in New York City to Mexico. Since their incorporation into ACCO, Swingline is no
longer a company, but the name has been left for brand identity.

Tacking is used for fastening to larger objects such as bulletin boards, walls, poles,
furniture, et cetera. Tacking is almost always done with a staple gun, which in-

Currently, many of the original stapler companies have disappeared, but a few

volves many of the same mechanisms as a desktop stapler, but lacks an anvil and

remain, and there are several newcomers competing on the market. Stanley-

thus a pivoting arm. Tacking can serve many of the same functions as push pins,

Bostitch, inventor of the Wire Stitching Machine, primarily serves construction

needs, stapling or otherwise, but they also have a small line of desktop staplers still

When determining the possible effects of a merger, two different rates are exam-

on the market. Their production facilities are still located within the United States.

ined. The industry-wide cost of producing a specific item, and the firm-specific
pass-through rate which “relates a change in the price a firm charges for a product

ACME Staple Company, Inc, established in 1897, also produces mostly heavy duty

to a change in the marginal cost of that product (Baker, 183).” Even when the cost

staplers such as staple guns, staple presses, and air-pressurized staple guns, simi-

for a particular company to make a product is low, that company will still sell at

lar in nature to nail guns. They also still sell a Wire Stitching Machine. A less promi-

higher prices if the overall market allows it. According to Orley Ashenfelter, an FTC

nent company, SALCO Staple Headquarters, started in 1947, makes predominantly

expert witness, the firm-specific pass-through rate of Staples was so low already

special-need staplers for both office and industrial purposes.

that a merger with Office Depot would drive all market prices up steeply, and likely
fatally wound Office Max.

Staplex, founded in 1949, and located in New York City, is the original producer of
the first electric stapler. They also happen to manufacture Air Sampling equipment

In browsing the aisles of several Office Depots and Staples, one is likely to have

for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, and are the people who brought the world

difficulty finding a single stapler not produced by either the Office Depot (or Sta-

the Electric Mail Opener. There is a small brand called PaperPro that was created

ples, respectively) family of brands or Swingline. The companies’s web sites yield

in 2003 by Accentra which hopes to overtake the desktop stapler market in the next

slightly more diversity, but only slightly. OfficeMax seems to carry the most brand

five years. Lastly, all of the major office supply companies produce their own lines

diversity of the three, all though it, too, is somewhat Swingline-heavy. A search of

of products, including staplers.

theyrule.net provides some interesting information.

Three major office supply retail chains operate within the United States on a na-

Fortune Brands, owner of ACCO, owner of Swingline and a suite of other office

tional scale—Office Depot, founded in 1986 with currently 1,121 stores, Staples,

brands, has a board of directors including Eugene A. Renna. Mr. Renna also hap-

also founded in 1986 with 1800 stores and Office Max, founded in 1988 with

pens to be on the board for Ryder System with David L. Fuente. Fuente sits on the

around 1000 stores today.

board of Office Depot. Very short mystery solved. Staples is just one step removed,
with a member of its board sharing a table at Sears Roebuck with a gentleman who

As each company grew, by the late 1990s, the three began running into problems

shares a table at AllState with J. Christopher Reyes at Fortune Brands. It follows,

with an oversaturated market. To solve this, Office Depot attempted a merger with

then, that though Office Depot and Staples were not permitted to merge, they are

Staples in 1996. However, the Federal Trade Commission refused to grant permis-

still never more than three or four boardrooms separated, by more than one path.

sion because of anti-trust issues.
Also perhaps of note, just to bring the staple into the light of full globalization, Swin-

gline is connected directly to at least two major insurance providers and two phar-

or cost. But, as it was a time of more and more rapid need for dissemination of

maceutical companies. It is connected by an average of three tables to the entirety

information, particularly due to improvements of the printing press, the drive to per-

of the petroleum industry, to every major tech company, to every major communi-

fect the stapler survived. This research was pretty illuminating for me just about the

cations mogul, to the cabinets of both of the most recent ex-presidents, to Target

nature of invention. Perhaps it is more intuitive and less profound to the rest of the

and Walmart, to five paper companies, to two grocery stores, and to several major

world, but I now see how the individual instance of invention relies on a climate of

airlines.

innovation where progress in one area absolutely necessitates progress in another,
or the creation of a whole new field altogether.

What has been very much of interest to me throughout this research is how reflective of economic and industrial history the history of the stapler is, and what a help-

Through the study of the stapler, one can observe enterprising individuals in the

ful model it can be. Technological advances before modern times were significant,

early nineteenth century and their progress in casting metal, starting quite simply

but still dreadfully slow. If France is the birthplace of the stapler, then perhaps the

and crudely, moving toward incorporated companies making staplers with multiple

French system of dividing history is an acceptable resource.

moving parts and smooth, all in one action by the end of the century.

Conventionally, the beginning of the early-modern era coincides with the Renais-

The early twentieth century saw vastly diverse manifestations of the stapler be-

sance, which happens to be about when pins began to be used to hold papers to-

come refined and the different models compared and evaluated, finally to result in

gether, although the ribbon and wax method was still dominant for permanent bind-

the elimination of all but one idea (the frozen wire, magazine loading, open channel

ing. It lasted until the French Revolution in 1789, at which point the first modern

stapler) by the early 1940s. In the 1950s, that one idea was further refined and its

period is said to have started. As the first stapler was developed probably between

formal qualities determined and cemented. In the sixties and seventies, companies

1730 and 1770, a time period which falls during an era in which all life, especially

attempted to establish themselves growing locally and learning the ropes. During

invention and innovation, was very court-centered, it is logical that the possessor

the eighties, most of the major influential business ties started to establish them-

was a king.

selves, chain office supply stores began popping up around the country, and the
path to unabashed consumerism seemed to be fairly paved.

Across the west, the late eighteenth century was a time of great overthrows of monarchical governments followed by social revolution in the early to mid nineteenth

During the nineties, chain stores exploded, expanded, and reinvented themselves

century. It stands to reason, then, that the stapler would fall into the hands of citi-

as “super stores.” The wealthiest one percent narrowed to about the wealthiest

zens instead of rulers. And, as in most of the objects produced around the indus-

tenth of a percent, and everything in the world, including staplers and stapler tech-

trial revolution, early models of the stapler hardly seem worth their trouble, weight,

nology is owned by a handful of individuals. Also during this time, the classic de-

sign of the Swinglines and a few other lasting staplers was taken, made in plastic,

machine. And, although other items that are more susceptible to repackaging and

put into several colors, made to to look more muscular, or more cute, or whatever

decoration, such as paperclips, binder clips, and folders, are sold, none possesses

else, with no real substantive addition to the world. In the last ten years, globaliza-

the remarkable combination of a sturdy bind, removability, low cost, and seamless-

tion has been allowed to fully blossom, and consequently most of the major com-

ness provided by a staple, and so the staple has never been replaced, and likely

panies associated with staplers have moved their production facilities abroad to

never will be as long as paper is still used.

lower costs.
Due to the staple’s immunity to repackaging, there seems to be almost no way to
What I have realized is that aside from all of our most high-tech innovations, we

add or subtract market value from it. If this is true, then it seems that the staple is

are no longer in an age of invention, we are in an age of re-packaging.

outside any realm of control, other than the stapler itself. It is then no wonder why
the stapler has been seized into such superficial hands. But, since it is true that a

However, despite these rather depressing findings, the staple is able to liberate

stapler that is ten, twenty, or even thirty years old is still just as functional as any

itself to an extent from the confines of its actuator. Ultimately, the staple is more of

produced this year, there is no need to be burdened by the weight of this system. It

a concept than it is a marketable product. The fundamental difference in the qual-

is an individual choice.

ity of the available selection of staples as opposed to that of staplers is striking.
As mentioned, there are thousands of models of staplers in all price ranges on the

Perhaps it is a bit if a stretch, but this relationship between staple and stapler re-

shelf, yet the functional difference between each is virtually non-existent. By con-

minds me a great deal of the relationship between the individual and the economic

trast, there are but three versions of the staple which occupy ninety percent of shelf

system in which he or she functions. The good news is that there seems to be no

space—the basic staple, the “premium” variety of the basic staple, and the heavy

way for the powers that be to manipulate the individual at the core level. Unfortu-

duty staple, and even these are essentially identical except for a difference in wire-

nately, the individual is so intricately linked to the economic system that although

guage. Other types can sometimes be found in special shapes to accommodate

participation and the manner of that participation is a choice, it is often extremely

special needs, such as a rounded staple for tacking cables, but the form of each is

difficult to see it clearly, especially since that choice is carefully shrouded in a cos-

directly necessitated by its function (save a line of staples in colored metals that is

tume of necessity and inevitability.

marketed to middleschoolers).
If the wisest choices are made, the cost of stapling is practically negligible. The
The staple is effectively immune to repackaging by virtue of its simplicity and ef-

staple is ultimately an instrument of the people. The history of the stapler follows

ficiency. Take anything away, and it is no longer a staple; add anything to it and it

not just the history of printing, but more specifically, the drive toward self-publish-

becomes too encumbered to be neatly bound in a magazine and cycled through a

ing. The staple exists as a fascilitator for the dissemination of information. One

does not find formal documents bound with staples, because with the staple is a

maintenance workers to slip and fall.

sense of urgency that cannot reconcile itself with formailty. One must be willing to
sacrifice the perfection of the document in order to bind it, because once stapled,

Austin apparently has two organizations that work to enforce this law—one, Keep

there will always be two small holes to serve as reminders. The uniformity and

Austin Beautiful is a community organization which focusses on litter prevention,

time-efficiency of stapling allows for the prolific self-duplication and self-binding of

the other, a group of city employees which calls itself the “Sign Rangers,” and who

documents, of ideas, and of ideas to public space.

drive around the city removing illegally posted documents. These two are most
likely responsible for the fact that no sign lasts long at the intersection.

Staples are integral to the public forum composed of our city streets. In the decades long tradition of posting signs, advertisements, last hopes for lost puppies,

So, after all is said and done, after the rich history, after overcoming the restrictions

event posters, and political information on utility poles, the staple plays the holiest

of capitalism, and after essentially playing an unlikely object of a modern Pro-

of roles. The fact that these poles which carry the signs also happen to carry our

metheus, the staple meets no greater fate than to be made an outlaw.

other major forms of communication, telephone lines, cable for television and internet, and electricty for those telephones, tvs, computers, and radios, is fitting. The
staple makes a way for the individual to participate in this system of communication
in a completely do-it-yourself way, free of charge, without dealing with any companies or beaurocracies.
If one examines the intersection of Barton Springs Road and Lamar Boulevard,
one will find ample evidence of this practice—over 1700 staples on the twelve
poles nearest the intersection. However, one might also notice the utter lack of
signs expected in such a busy intersection. In fact, during the time of my investigation, there was but one sign (advertising the website “whereisosamabinladen.com”
which offers over twenty-five million dollars to anyone who can provide information leading to his capture) among all those staples. According to a city ordonance
in title twenty-five, section ten, sign regulation number twenty-three, it is illegal for
any citizen to put any sign on any City of Austin utility pole. A reason for this law
as speculated upon by a representative of the City is that such signs could cause
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